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Abstract.The authors use the weighting summation of rapidity and maneuverability as the
sub-objective function of ship hydrodynamic performances; By using the weighting
summation of the index of mechanics and dynamics for ship structure as the sub-objective
function of ship structure , The weighting summation of these 2 sub-objective functions is just
the general objective function. The constraint conditions is formed the stability、buoyancy
and some other characteristics of a ship as well as the limits of optimization analysis design
variables. The data was collected after this algorithm(P-CH-FGA) had been applied on
optimizing integrate the performance of hydrodynamic performance and structure features by
VC++. A large number of computation results in different optimization methods show that
compared with other methods such as GA and parallel GA, this complex algorithm is reliable
and efficient.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, some developed optimization methods and many mixed or composite

optimization algorithm are produced, this method is used in ship design.
However these optimization theory methods are not fit in solving the problem of ship

optimization design with multi-objective and a lot of design variables and constraint
conditions.

In order to solve this kind of problems, Xu Changwen[1] and Zeng Guangwu[2] developed
the multi—objective fuzzy optimization investigation in structural engineering . Liu Chang[3]
made the fuzzy optimization method of ship’s sea-keeping performance. Wang Zhidong[4]
made up a method of determining the subjection function and weight coefficients for
optimization of ship manoeuvrability. Zhang Huoming[5] put forward to fuzzy—genetic
optimization algorithm of ship navigation performance.

In 2007, Yang Songlin[6] made up the fuzzy-chaos algorithm. This algorithm is applied to
optimize and analyze large-scale ship navigation performance or structural features. In 2010,
Yang Songlin[7] built up F-D-P-GA which was based on the fuzzy optimization theory, the
delicate variables’ segments thinking, parallel principle and genetic algorithm and succeed in
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applying this composite method on the comprehensive optimization analysis of navigation
performance and structural features of ships. Through a large number of calculations, the
results showed that this kind of algorithm had high efficiency and reliable.this optimization
method and the calculation software have practicability and applied to integrally optimize the
ship performance or structural characteristics is feasible. To large-scale ship project or their
primary design it is worth using.

In order to further provide the ship mechanical comprehensive performance optimization
calculation efficiency and reliability，the authors built up P-CH-FGA which was based on
delicate variables’ segments, fuzzy-genetic optimization principle and parallel thinking and
succeed in applying this composite method on the synthetic optimization of properties for
ship in inland river.

2. P-CH-FGA
P- CH- FGA solves the optimization in such a way:
1) At first, selection of the delicate variables is select, divide each delicate variable’s value

range into several sections and cross these sections completely. Then combine each sections
group with remaining variables’ value ranges as the chaos’s operation scope. For example, an
optimization mathematical model has 18 optimization design variables, 3 of which are
delicate variables. The value range of one is divided into 4 equal sections and the value range
of the other is divided into 3 equal sections. We can get 36 sections groups after crossing
these 11 sections completely by 4×3×3. Combine each sections group with the other 13
variables’ value ranges and 36 operation scopes for chaos are obtained in the end.

2) We need choose several best results of chaos optimization calculation (usually half of
the first step) then compute them again by FGA .After these works, we can figure out the
global best solution.

2.1 .FGA’s Essential Procedure
FGA is the optimization algorithms based on delimitation search, which is to run genetic

algorithms on special level when fuzzy optimization. It is explained with delimitation search
method on fuzzy optimization and genetic algorithm. The delimitation search method that can
present a distinct solution on fuzzy nonlinear programming is a common fuzzy optimization
about engineering design. The paper[7] is read about its step.

The genetic algorithm’s key steps adopted in this article are as follows:
Coding: In this algorithm, the chromosome coding is the floating data coding.
Selection: In this paper the comparatively common roulette method is employed.
Crossover: The crossover probability pc is an important parameter of the genetic system. In
this algorithm, it is selected as 0.88.
Mutation: Another important parameter of the genetic system is the mutation probability pm.
In this algorithm pm is set as 0.03.
Fitness: Fitness is valued at product of optimization object function and publish function of
this problem. Publish function can be expressed by combination of constraint conditions, see
paper [5] in detail.
Evaluation halt computing rule: If we track the searching procedure of GA, it is found that
it would approach a steady optimum solution quickly. In this way, we can assume a largest
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number for searching, such as 400 or 2000 generations, as the halt computing rule.

2.2. Chaos Optimization Algorithm
Chaos algorithm is implemented by chaos variable. The authors choose a widely-used

Logistic mapping to produce the chaos variable:
zk+1=μzk(1-zk)

where the time of iterative mapping k=0,1,2, ….
It’s easy to prove that when μ=4, above equation is fully in chaos state, which means by

iterative mapping, the equation can randomly produce all values within (0, 1) except 0.25, 0.5
and 0.75. Because chaos algorithm is sensitive to initial value, n different chaos variables can
be obtained by assigning n different initial values within (0, 1) to the equation except 0.25, 0.5
and 0.75.In this paper, the authors adopt twice-mapping chaos optimization algorithm.

3. OPTIMIZATION MATHEMATICAL MODEL
There’re 2 parts of optimization analysis of ship performance and structure features:

Stability,the constraint conditions is formed the buoyancy and some other characteristics of a
ship as well as the limits of optimization analysis design variables. The mathematic model of
optimization analysis is described in detail as follows:

3.1. General Objective Function
Suppose G(X) is the general objective function of optimization analysis , P(X) is the sub-

objective function of navigation performances, and S(X) is the sub-objective function of
structural mechanics features. Then,

G(X) =CPP(X) +CSPS(X)
P(X) =CP1Csp+ CP2Mv

S(X)=CS1J(X) +CS2D(X)

Where CP≥0, CS≥0, CP+CS=1;
CP1≥0, CP2≥0, CP1+CP2 =1;
CS1≥0, CS2≥0, CS1+CS2=1.

Csp and Mv are respectively normalized forms within [0,1] of rapidity criterion C and
maneuverability criterion M . PS(X) is gravity per meter of longitudinal member of midship
section.Then,

Csp=PE/Δ2/3Vs3ηoηRηH
Where PE— the effective power of ship;

Δ— the displacement of ship;
ηo— the open propeller efficiency;
ηR—the relative rotative efficiency;
ηH—the hull efficiency.

Mv=CP2LVarL+CP2TVarT+CP2CVarC

Where VarL—straight line stability index;
VarT—turning quality index;
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VarC—course change index;
CP2L,CP2T and CP2C –– weight numbers.

CP2L+CP2T+CP2C=1.
J(X) and D(X) are the index of mechanics and dynamics for ship structure.

3.2. Constraints Conditions
Equation constraints conditions
1) Balance between buoyancy and displaced weight: ρLBTCB=Δ；
2) Balance between effective thrust TE and resistance R;
3) Balance between torque received by screw from main engineMd and torque from

hydrodynamic resistance Mp.
Inequality constraints conditions
1) The Ranges of 12 design variables’ values;
2) The cavitation requirement for screw propeller according to Kelly formula;
3) The initial stability height GM>h;
4) The maximal rolling angle Φa≤b°;
5) The relative steady turning diameter Ds′<c.

3.3. Design Variables
The synthetically optimization analysis of the properties for ships involves many factors.
After analyzing and comparing their importance or relevance, 12 parameters are selected as
the main optimization design variables: waterline length L, molded breadth B, draft T, block
coefficient CB, midship section coefficient CM, waterline coefficient CWP, longitudinal
position of buoyancy center xCB, diameter of propeller DP, propeller disc area ratio AE/AO,
propeller pitch ratio P/DP, rotation speed of propeller N and speed of ship Vt. Their vector is
as follow:
X = {L, B, T, CB, CM, CWP,XCB, DP, AE/AO, P/DP, N, Vt}T.

4 EXAMPLE of OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS

4.1. Optimization Computation
Applying the P-CH-FGA, the authors programme the solving software. Here take a large-
sized medium-speed ship in inland river for example. Its displacement is 42000t and it has
double propellers. The ranges of its design variables’ values are listed in Table 1:

Table 1: Range of Design Variables

L
[m]

B
[m]

T
[m] CB CM CWP

XCB

[m]
DP

[m] AE/AO P/DP
N

[r/m]
Vt

[kn]
Upper
limit 238 32.50 9.20 0.69 0.99 0.78 -0.10 6.10 0.80 1.00 160 24.00

Lower
limit 226 29.00 8.70 0.64 0.96 0.74 -1.90 5.80 0.50 0.75 125 23.00

The authors assign values as: CP=0.7, CS=0.3; CP1=11/14, CP2=3/14; CS1=1, CS2=0;
J(X)=(10000-0.28CB0.037L0.9624B0.9014T0.883)/3000. The authors run GA of 18000 generations,
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parallel GA of 1000 generations and P-CH-FGA (GA of 200 generations). The results are as
Table 2 shows:

Table 2: Calculation Results of Different Optimization Methods

Items GA
(18000 generations)

parallel GA
(1000 generations) P-CH-FGA

General objective function value 0.81211 0.81976 0.83433

L [m] 228.604 226.144 226.012
B [m] 29.7350 29.4865 29.2380
T [m] 8.87400 8.94000 8.97350
CB 0.67595 0.68400 0.68760
CM 0.97275 0.96282 0.98850
CWP 0.74024 0.74116 0.74044
XCB -1.82400 -1.83520 -1.80100

DP [m] 6.04480 5.95240 6.00460
AE/AO 0.50750 0.52610 0.50390
P/DP 0.87725 0.84425 0.82875

N [r/m] 140.015 146.105 143.690
Vt [kn] 23.3800 23.2490 23.0230

Displacement [t] 41998.0 41999.6 41997.2
TE [kN] 1794.88 1766.29 1720.38

Resistance[kN] 1794.71 1766.11 1720.23
Mp [kN·m] 2084.69 1978.71 1919.31
Md [kN·m] 2084.49 1978.52 1919.14

From the results, we can see that inequality constraints conditions are all satisfied to a
degree of 100% and 3 equation constraints conditions are satisfied to a degree of more than
99.99% . These indicate that this optimization method is reliable.

4.2. Analysis
Two conclusions are got after comparing and analyzing those different optimization

methods in Table 2.
a. The values of 18000-generations GA’s and 1000-generations parallel GA’s general

objective functions are respectively 0.81211 and 0.81976. The latter is higher than the former
by 0.94%, which means obvious premature convergence of GA.& parallel algorithm is more
efficient.

b. The values of P-CH-FGA’s general objective function is 0.83433. It’s higher than those
of 18000-generations GA and 1000-generations parallel GA by 2.74% and 1.78%. These 2
data tell us that P-CH-FGA is the best among these methods in solving complicated
engineering optimizations problem of multi-objectives function, multi-constraints conditions
and a lot of design variables.
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4.3. The feasibility distribution function of objective value
The authors attained the feasibility distribution function of general objective and sub-

objective value basing on a lot of calculation results, the curve of distribution functions are
shown in Fig.1-3.

Figure 1: The curve of objective function values G(x)、CSP、Mv and J (x) with the change of ship length L

Figure 2: The curve of objective function values G(x)、CSP、Mv and J (x) with the change of propeller DP

Figure 3: The curve of objective function values G(x)、CSP、Mv and J (x) with the change of speed of ship Vt
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Based on the above diagram, the majority of the objective function curve indicates that the
multi-peaks,also not difficult to see the complex multimodal characteristics of such
optimization problem.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, P-CH- FGA has been put forward to applying to synthetic optimization of

ship performance and structure features for a large-sized ship in inland river. Optimization
computation results show that this optimization analysis method is of high efficiency.

Based on P-CH- FGA, the author makes a lot of calculation. According to the results of the
calculation, the author draw the curves of the general objective, rapidity and maneuverability
mechanics for ship structure of the overall function’s feasibility distribution function, with the
change of ship length、ship speed and propeller diameter. It lays on a solid foundation for
overall evaluation of the design for a ship in inland river and integrated decision of a ship’
parameter in inland river parameter. With using of this software can provide the condition to
integrate evaluation of a ship in inland river design project.
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